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SG Festival To Open
With Pajama Dance
HERB

CAEN

Breakfast Dance

St;

TO JUDGE AT

To Be Held In

URGES

SPARDI

Women’s Gym

.NTTENDANCE

Spardi Gras festivities will be
officially opened by pajama -coated
students at the annual Freshman
Breakfast Dance in the Women’s
gym from 6:30 to 7:20. Admission
will be free to all for off-the-record dancing and free coffee and
doughnuts.
Permission to wear pajama
coats over regular school clothes
was granted by Dean of Men Paul
M. Pitman and Dean of Women
Ilelen Dimmick. Permission was
granted under two conditions: that
a responsible senior Is present to
gee that the dance ends promptly
at 7:20, and that the students
make their classes on time dressed
In regular school clothing.
Jean Evans and Don LaMar are
co-chairmen for the dance. Sally
Woody is in charge of refreshments and Ida Mae German is decorations chairman.
Students will have an opportunity to purchase the Spardi Gras
souvenir programs at the dance.

From: Executive Committee of
Spardi Gras

GRAS

"Herb Caen, Pede Worth and
Miss Winifred M. West will be
three of four Spardi Gras judges,"
announced Bill Logan, contest
chairman, late yesterday afternoon. Ile stated he had not received
confirmation from the
fourth judge, so withheld the name.
"It will be announced later in the
Spartan Daily," he said.
Confirmation of Caen’s appearance came in a letter received by
Logan yesterday. "Dear Bill: It’s
a deal -the Union at noon next
Friday. You’ll know us by our
sunglasses. Best, Herb." Caen is
a columnist for the San Francisco
Chronicle.
Miss West is the Personal Shopper for Blum’ Department store,
stated Logan. "She will add a wonasn’s touch to the judging," be
remarked.

Word came to Logan yesterday
by telephone that Pede Worth,
popular young radio announcer,
would appear at the Spardi Gras
festivities as a judge. "He anRECITAL TODAY
nounces over radio station KQW
in San Francisco," concluded LoAT 1 O’CLOCK
gan.
The first in a series of informal
musical recitals will begin today at
Profs Urged To Don 1 p.m.,
in room 108 of the Music
building. According to the Music
SG Day Costumes
department, the program will end
"More of the faculty should In time to enable students to atdress up for Spardi Gras and take tend their 1:30 classes.
The program Is as follows:
part in the day’s activities," DeBrahma
Witt Portal, boxing coach and a RhapsodyGI Minor
Barbara Wells, piano
former Spartan student, urged yesCapriccio--Valse
Wienlawski
terday.
Beverley Rowley, violin
"We have enough younger memDorothy McGhee, piano
bers on the faculty that the profs Three Preludes
Philip Anderson
should be able to make a good
Taltana Anderson, piano
showing," the coach stated.
Concert Etude
Goedicke
For many years Dee Portal and
George De Gregori, cornet
his raccoon coat on the great tun
George Walston, piano
day were a tradition at San Jose
On the program, "Three PreState. Each year the coat, once
ludes," was written by Philip Anthe height of fashion, became dirderson, a music major at the coltier and more picturesque.
lege. The compositions, taken from
But one day Mrs. Portal handa collection of Anderson’s work
ed down an edict and the coat
written for piano, will be played
was dumped.
by the composer’s wife, Tatiana
Spardi Gras day started as DerAnderson. Mrs. Anderson is also a
when
a
group
of
Dr.
J.
by day
music major here. Anderson will
C. Elder’s students wore battered
be remembered for having written
derbies to class in reverence to Dr.
the music for one of the dance
Elder’s ever-present derby.
scenes in the last production of
This was made an annual event.
Revelries.
Later the name was changed to
"Bum Day" and hobo garb replaced the derbies. Portal remembers Dr. Letzter’s Vases
the students posing for pictures in
boxcars down at the local freight Shown In Library
yard.
Dr. Margaret Letzter’s collecThe traditional bean feed, which
was dropped last year, was started tion of miniature vases is on disp:ay in the library at the main
at that time.
In 1928 the affair was re-label- entrance to the second floor, anled "The Leap Year Frolic." How- nounces Miss Joyce Backus, head
ever, Leap Years don’t arrive very librarian.
Dr. Letzter started her collecoften so the affair was re-christion 12 years ago. She has over
tened "Spardi Gras."
Under the comic leadership of 175 vases of marry types and sizes.
Dee Portal and James Chestnutt, They range from one-quarter of
now a nationally known newspaper an inch to three and a half inches.
Among the notable vases is one
vvriter, the big event began to take
which contains real gold leaf. It
on its present form.
was especially blown for her by
Venetian glass blowers. Another
See PROF POYTRESS’ PICTURE
from Ecuador was carved from a
on page 2 of today’s Daily!
South American nut.

COMMITTEE
LARGE

To: Associated Students of San
Jose State College
Plans for the annual Spardi
Gras celebration this Friday, May
28, are drawing to a close. Everything within our power has been
done to make this year’s festival
the most outstanding ever had at
San Jose State. However, regardless of the time spent in planning
and organizing, the success of the
whole venture lies with you, the
individual student. The success or
failure of Spardi Gras will not be
measured by attendance alone, but
by the actions of every person participating.
We, the executive committee,
%would like to take tkia.ltupportunity to invite mash of you to attend
Spardi Gras on Friday and hope
that you enjoy taking part as
much as we have enjoyed piandiag
Spardi Gras for you.
Looking forward to grand day,
we remain,
Sincertly yours,
John E. Peterson
Chairman of Executive
Committee.

A JO L S ATE
THRE
STU DEN’
’ ORS
GIVE ONE-ACT PLAYS
Three one -act plays will be presented by student directors in the
Studio Theater tonight at 8:15, the Speech and Drama department
reported yesterday. Marian Jacobsen, who appeared as Megara,
the wife in Androcles and the Lion, will direct "Finders Keepers."
The author is George Kelly. Clark Kirkpatrick presents "Red Carnations" by Glenn Hughes. This has
GOLF

AWARDS

APPROVED
BY

COUNCIL

been classed as a modern comedy
of errors. Clark has appeared in
"My Sister Eileen," "The AssessIn," "Over 21," apd more recently
In "Rosmersholni" and "Androcles
and the Lion."

PINORIS DIRECTS
The 1948 golf awards were approved by the Student Council at
Stella Pinoris, now rehearsing
the meeting Monday afternoon in for a part in "The Wanhope Building," will direct the third play of
the Student Union.
Those entitled to varsity awards the evening. She has chosen "Conare Morgan Fottrell, Robert Har- stant Lover" by St. John Hankin.
ris, Ell Bauiteau, Captain Ross Stella has acted in "Rosmersholm"
Smith, Howard Verutti and War- and in the title role in "Laura."
ren MacCarty; service awards,1 "Finders Keepers" concerns a
Ruskin Sheppard, James Wilson, woman who has found a large sum
Jay Hopkins, Harold Shanley and of money. Her husband urges her
Clifton Chaney; frosh awards, Ev- to return the money and she objects. Then a neighbor arrives and
ans Elbe.
reports losing the same amount.
The Men’s PE department was
James Forester appears as Mr
referred to the board of control
when they sent a letter to the Aldrid, Nancy Brokenshire as Mrs.
Aldrid, and Anne Haling is the
Student Council asking for $2000
from the special athletic fund to losing neighbor.
cover the deficit incurred at the
ANN GINDHART
recent basketball and wrestling
"Red Carnations", is based on a
tournaments.
man and a boy who both have an
A Tau Delta Phi member spoke
appointment for a rendezvous with
as a representative of his organizathe same young lady in a city
tion and volunteered to construct park.
The girl is played by Ann
a large bulletin board to be placedl
Gindhart. The man is Charles Bed near the Coop and several large
well, and the boy is Donald Pearlmaps which could be placed about
man.
the campus to aid new students
"The Constant Lover" centers
and visitors. Since the Tau Delta
In a wooded glen on a germ lazy
expect the Council to pay for masummer afternoon. The student
terials, they were asked to present
actors are Allan by James Jensen
the estimated cost at next meeting.
and Evelyn by Gwen Samuelson.
The Student Connell will Sibeibt
Owen recently played the role of
Tuesday at 410 p.m. in the StuLavine the Christian maiden in
dent Union.
"Androcies and the Lion."

SG Bids On Sale
Bids for ,the Spardi Gras dance
Friday evening will be given out
at the Library arch today. Members of the social affairs committee will start distribution at
10:80 a.m. to all students with
ASB cards.

STUDIO THEATER
The Studio Theater, in which
these three plays will be given,
was created by the Speech and
Drama department to give talented students an opportunity to di’ rect and act in plays.
These one -act plays were selected by the students themselves, cast
I
by them, and then directed by students.

Slioring Professor
Contest Closes

OFF THE WIRE

1

The Snoring Professor contest
By UNITED PRESS
Edited by PAUL VON HAFFTEN
closes tomorrow at 4:30, announcWASHINGTON The 41 Americans interned by the Lebanon goved I..ew Jano, co-chairman of the
contest. Ile stated it will be the ernment last week -end may be released from custody. Meanwhile the
last chance for students to deciph- Arabs won a new 48-hour truce deadline in which time they will make
another strong attempt to capture Jerusalem still held by the Jewish
From Chaucer to Cocteau, they forces.
aid our boy’s fame.
WASHINGTONEuropean Recovery Program Directors Paul
Everyone reads lit., now what’s
Hoffman declared his office would investigate congressional charges
his name?
that the British are selling Arabs guns and ammunition in violation of
the ERP program.
er the clues to the professor’s
identity. "Entries must be made
LONDON Foreign Secretary Ernest Bevin assured the House of
in the Business office by tomor- Commons yesterday that he had maintained an impartial policy with
row," he warned.
regard to Palestine.
Jano also announced that at
WASHINGTONA split seemed in prospect yesterday in Con11:20 a.m. today, in the Outer
Quad, recordings of the Snoring gress with GOP’s Congressmen and Senators battling President TruProfessor’s voice will be played man’s new social security and federal school aid program. Congress
meanwhile passed the Federal School lunch program. The Reconstruction Finance Corporition was e4tended for another six years in a bill
Wildcats, Gay 90’s
signed by the president yesterday.
Enter Playoffs
The Gay /Vinery team and the
Wildcats fought their way into
the Spartan Daily Softball playoffs with victories over the Pyle
Inn Boys and the Spartan Daily
Reds respectively, yesterday.

PORTLANDHenry Wallace began to tour the state of Oregon
for his third party candidates. Meanwhile, the Democrats in Sacramento planned a big reception for President Truman when he arrives
here next month. Governor Thomas Dewey, GOP presidential aspirant,
completed his western tour with speeches in Idaho and Montana and
headed for New York.

PHOENIXFuneral services for Governor Sidney Osborn of AriThe Gay Ninerys won their con- zona who died yesterday, will be held Friday In Phoenix.
test 14-2 on diamond one.
MANILAPresident Elpidio Quirino of the Philippines denied
A strengthened Wildcat club,
reports
yesterday that he had suffered a heart attack Monday night.
seeming to gather momentum from
their upset win over Spartan
NANKING--Prime Minister Won Wen-Hao promised yesterday
Manor Monday, broke a tie with that his new government of China would carry out radical and thora big four -run inning in the sixth, ough reforms especially those related to inflation, rising prices, and
to finally win 8-7.
disrupted communications. He also pledged that his government would
The Reds rallied strongly in the continue the war against the communists who "are spreading chaos
seventh as Frisco Sartor poled a in China.",
three -run homer, but pitcher Dick
PORTLAND--Hug * flood waters burst through dikes, banks and
Becker bore down and retired the
sandbagged levies yesterday in the Pacific northwest.
side.
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By Al Johns

Spartoons

Profs Cut Spardi Gras Capers
Spartan Artist
Draws Shoe Ad
For Daily Issue
Wilma Sykes is the gal behind
the ad!
Unsung are the labors of the
commercial artists who turn out
superior art work for advertisements
art
that is taken for
granted by the average newspaper
reader!
How many Spartan Daily readers remember the Parlow-Keran
shoe advertisement that appeared on page three in Friday’s issue?

7:80 Daily

SPARTAN BOXING COACH
SEEKS COUNTY OFFICE
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the first of a series of interviews
with politicians of San Jose State college seeking offices in forthcoming elections. The views of those interviewed are their own
and do not reflect policy of the Spartan Daily. Only people actually connected with SJS will be handled in this series.
By LEONARD KREIDT
Vote 4 D’ is a vote for county government by those it affects
"
moot, the people," stated DeWitt A. "Dee" Portal, San Jose State college boxing mentor, in an interview here today. Portal is making his
debut in county politics by entering the race for the vacant position
of County Supervisor for District two.

A sleek feminine foot wearing
a two-buckle sandal was planted
smack in the middle of the ad.
Who was the artist behind that
work of art?
Undoubtedly few people noted
the word "Sykes" in the upper
right corner of the layout. That
, word stands for Wilma Sykes,
senior merchandising major at
I San Jose State college.
That neat -looking foot in the
Daily marks a forward step in
the career of Miss Sykes- -the
foot with shoe was her first important job.
Although a merchandising major, Miss Sykes is one of the best
commercial artists at Sparta. She
has (lone art work for the Santa
Clara campus magazine, but this
shoe ,illustration was the first appearance of her work in the Spartan Daily.

Little local art is used in Daily
ads, because of the expense inDee hopes to bring his principles of clean, straight-forward, honest volved when mats are available
government into the arena of county polltical competition.
to fill most needs. In this case,
Mr. Rosengarten, manager of Par"I am an independent candidate
low-Keran recognized Miss Skyes’
for County Supervisor of District
talent. Being eager to help young
such,
as
"and
two," said Portal,
artists get a start by seeing their
if elected, I will owe nothing to
work in print, he sponsored deSanta
of
people
anyone except the
velopment of the advertisement.
Clara county. To them I will owe
For her superior art work we
honest,
devotion to the cause of
congratulate Wilma Sykes, one
selfless, progressive county govof Sparta’s own commercial arernment."
tists, on today’s feature page.
RANCHER, EDUCATOR
As rancher, educator, veteran
and family man, Dee Portal is well
qualified to rule on government
issues as they affect the citizens
of Santa Clara county.
What looked like a murder
to SJS police students Bob TruPortal has maintained continuitt and James Finch turned out
ous residence In Santa Clara counto be strawberry preserves.
ty since 1906 except for the period
As Deputy Sheriffs Bob and
of World War II, which he spent
James were called to investigate
In the Navy. He attended San Jose
a "pool of blood" in front of a
elementary and secondary schools
market at Los Gatos road and
and was graduated from San Jose
Campbell avenue early yesterState college.
day morning.
On arrival the two student
He held the office of ASB Presipolicemen found several pools
dent at State college in 1930, and
DeWitt A. Dee" Portal
of "blood."
was instrumental in creating and
Curious by nature Deputy
organizing the first Spardi Gras at State.
Truitt stuck his finger in a
Springs.
Portal owns and operates his own ranch at Mt. Hamilton
pool and had a taste. The alEach year the ranch in invaded by State college students who know leged homocide changed into a
it as a wonderful summer resort and its owner as a genial, kindly host. spilling of strawberry preserves.

SJS Cops Probe
Pools Of ’Gore’

BEST CHANCE
"I’d like to see my kids and all the kids of Santa Clara county
have the best possible chance for normal development," said pee. "And
in that connection I want to inaugurate a Youth Development Program
for the county.

Dora And Hazel
By DEL SECCO

KING !
"Juvenile delinquency is gaining by leaps and bounds in the county
"Gee, Dora, it must be wonderand a supervised recreational set-up is desperately needed. San Jose
has such a program and I propose to start a similar set-up under the ful to be queen!"
"Yeah, Hazel, just think the
county to cooperate with that already possessed by San Jose."
fellas will look at ya, then."
In national collegiate boxing circles Portal ’is known as a con"Why, Dora, I’m not so bad.
firmed progressive, "the one man who has contributed more to boxing :f I had a bathing suit like she
than any other." His head -gear and eye-protector has been officially has . . ."
"Oh, Hazel, you don’t need a
adopted by the National Collegiate Athletic association. His thumbless boxing glove is widely known and used as is his method of rating bathing suit. You need a . . .6
"King! Oh, Dora, who’s gonna
boxers by points to facWtate even matching. The Portal Clock, an
be king? I can hardly wait for
year
was
first used this
electrical scoring device for boxing matches,
the day ta see ’im! Put my ar...."
and is still the subject of heated controversy among boxing fans.
}lazel! Don’t forget yourself!
Besides, that fella who wrote ta
GOVERNMENT BY THE PEOPLE
Gus in the paper said he was
Portal’s belief in government by the people is exemplified by his gonna be king, maybe."
"O0000h! HIM! King! Isn’t that
stand on the San Jose Civic Center site controversy.
. ."
"Some county officials seem to feel that the voting citizens of wo-o-nderf
"Oh, Hazel, take it easy. If
Santa Clara county are incompetent to decide on a site for thf Civic
I said king kong, it wouldn’t make
Center," he explained. "However, I feel that since taxpayeralvill have eny
difference to ya!"
holding
an election
to foot the bill for it, they should be consulted by
on the question."
A fine lady is a squirrel-headed
The "deplorable condition of the county jail" is another subject
thing, with small airs and small
which Portal attacks hotly and heavily.
notions; about as applicable to
"It’s been condemned many times already," he declared, "but the business of life as a pair of
nothing has been done about it! If elected, I propose to get. quick, tweezers to the clearing of a
forest. --George Eliot.
positive action on the matter."

"Wild B111" Poytress added a typical "Poytress Touch" to the 1985
Spardi Gras parade as he ambled across the San (’arlos turf on the
back of a Stanley Steamer. Unlike the girl in the current popular
song, he did "step inside," and the show was a big success. Ills drhers are unknown students of the day.

’HIGH BISHOP’ POYTRESS
LETS HAIR DOWN FOR
SPARDI GRAS FUNFEST
By DICK COX
Can you imagine the dignified Dr. William Poytress, head of the
social science department, professor of economics,’ A.B., A.M., Ph.D.,
and maker of tough tests, diving off from the tower?
To those who have known "Wild Bill Poytress" back of his grade
book and out of the class room, the sight of the econ prof diving off
the tower (and landing safely on the balcony) may not seem strange,
but to the newcomer to Spardi Gras, it would be something of a shock.
"Oh, I used to be quite the clown around here on Spardi Gras
Day," he confessed with a Poytress grin the other day. "Mr. L. C.
Newby and I were the first faculty clowns."
Then he related that Dee Portal, the boxing coach, and Dr. William Sweeney, both former students, joined the faculty and stole the
show from him.
Later, however, "Doc" Robert Rhodes and "Doc" G. A. McCallum
took the limelight from these interlopers.
But getting back to Dr. Poytress, the high bishop of Speed’ Gras,
has been a leading feature with every S.G. day from almost the be The econ professor doesn’t remember the exact year that he made
the famous jump, but he suggested it was when he was quite a bit
younger.
During the 1935 Spardl Gras the worthy professor took part in
the annual parade across the Man Carlos turf. On that occasion he
rode a Stanley steamer and held a lily in one hand.

Student Forgets ’N’ In Quiz Answer
A Stanford student tells the story of the history prof who received
a rather interesting answer on a recent quiz. Seems as though the
question had to do with .a. discussion of the Black Hole of Calcutta
According to the prof, one Phi Beta wrote: "One hundred and
twenty-six British soldiers were imprisoned all night in a dungeon
14x16 with one small window. In the morning, one hundred and ten
were dead of overheating, suffocation, and exhaustion. The remaining
sixteen were barely able to stagger out, they being half dead."
The prof explained that there seemed to be nothing wrong with that
answer, excepting that the student left out the "n" in window.

Editorial

Page

Spartan Daily
EDITORPA II Robertson
DAY EDITORSSob Blackmon, Etta Cox, Alice Joy Golder. George Gunter, Marla Houie,
Pat O’llrton.

DAY EDITORThis IssueBOB BLACKMON
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Sallie Carmack Exchanges
Vows With Richard Knox
Joining the ranks of San Jose
State college married couples are
the new Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Knox Jr.
The couple were married at a
simple double-ring ceremony before the altar of the Community
church in Kenwood May 8. Reverend Laken conducted the marriage vows.
For the ceremony Mrs. Knox,
the former Sallie CEsrmack, chose
a street length dress of pale blue
and black accessories. She carried a small black corde bag with
a spray of baby orchids attached.
Mrs. W. C. Carmack, mother
of the bride, and Miss Patricia
Knox; -sister of the groom, witnessed the ceremony.
The couple are making a temporary home in San Jose.
The new Mrs. Knox is a sophomore interior decoration major at
San Jose State college. Her afMRS. RICHARD KNOX JR.
filiations are with Spartan Spears
and Alpha Gamma art fraternity.
The groom is a junior, majoring in industrial arts. He also is
working toward a teaching credential. Knox is a member of
Delta Sigma Gamma fraternity
Members of Alpha Chi Epsilon,
and Spartan Knights. During the
war he served for three years kindergarten -primary organization,
held a picnic -workshop last Thurswith the Seabees,
day at the ranch-home of Ellen
Pearson. The girls spent the afternoon making stuffed toys which
will be distributed to children in
hospitals.
Plans for the coming initiation
Tom Marshall has been chosen were discussed at a short business
to serve as president of the new meeting which followed the picSan Jose State college chapter nic.
of Phi Alpha Theta, national honIn charge of the affair was Pat
orary history society, for the re- Wallace. Miss Emily DeVore, admainder of the school year.
visor to the organization, also was
He was elected at a meeting present.
held Thursday afternoon in room
30. His companion officers are
Tom Malone, vice-president; Jacqueline Townsend, secretarytreasurer; and Carol Riley, corresponding secretary. The new ofDelta Theta Omega fraternity
ficers will replace provisional officers who were chosen earlier held formal initiation ceremonies
last Friday evening at the home
this quarter.
of brother Don Titcomb, and four
pledges were made members of
the fraternity.
New brothers are Claude Finlay, Will Young, Ray Schreck,
and Bob Mayner.
Gamma Pi Epsilon,mathematics
Following the initiation a stag
society, held its annual picnic at
dinner was held at Lou’s Village
Flood Park Saturday. The group
after which members and their
enjoyed a full day of swimming,
dates
rounded out the evening at
games, and refreshments.
an informal gathering at Club
The next meeting of the .orLanai.
ganization will be held at the
home of Marilyn Fleming Monday
evening. Dr. Richard H. Dieckmann will be the speaker,

K-P Students Hold
Picnic-Workshop

Marshall To Head
New History Group
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Gamma Pi Epsilon
Has Annual Picnic

Contest Entries For
Baby Derby Due
"All entries for the Baby Derby
must be in the Business office
today by 4:30," announced the
chairman of Spardi Gras contests.
"This is the last chance for parents to enter the child to win the
host of prizes to be awarded the
child and its parents that places
first," he continued.
The Baby Derby is a race for
children aged 18 months or
younger capable of crawling or
squirming their way down a 50
"The
loot track, he explained.
first child to cross the finish line
will receive prizes galore," said
the chairman. "Food, clothes,
case of baby food, and other appropriate prizes will .be presented," he stated.

The announcement was made
when close friends assembled for
an informal party at the home of
the bride-elect’s aunt and uncle,
Mr. an Mrs. E. W. McPherson,
on Coolidge avenue.
The romantic news also was disclosed Wednesday evening at a
meeting of Kappa Rho Sigma
whn Miss Anderline presented the
five -pound
traditional
box
of
chocolates to her sorority sisters.

SPARTAN DAILY

Formal
initiation of nine
pledges of Pi Omega Pi, national
honorary business education fraternitY, was held last Monday
night at the Student Capter.
Guest speaker for the evening
was Donald J. Robertson of the
South-western Publishing company.
New members include Roy
Krumland, Robert Snyder, Edward Dining, Marilyn Savage,
Roberta Johnson, Raymond Kessler, Mary Inez Arias, George
Hinkle and Rena Joyce Lowery.

On StageDeane Healey

.

SJSC Ad Staffmen
Host Delegates

The advertising delegates adjourned for luncheon at Lou’s
Village, where they heard a talk
by Mr. Al Bower, promotion manager of the San Jose Mercury
Herald. Bower, according to Link,
gave the details of the recent
San Jose market survey taken by
the Mercury. The survey revealed
that San Jose has one of the fastest growing markets in the nation.
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Pi Omega Pi Holds Delta Zetas Meet
Formal Initiation For Barbecue
For Nine Pledges At Tansy Home

The future Mrs. Schwind is a
sophomore occupational therapy
major and her fiance is a sophoDeane Healey has the distincmore pre-engineering student.
tion of being the only character
Both are from San Jose.
to appear all the way through
Wedding plans are indefinite.
the "Wanhope Building," the next
Little Theater production of the
Speech and Drama department.
From the time Healey leaves
his girl friend, played by Joan
Buechner, in the bar of the buildSan Jose State college’s adver- ing, until he parachutes from the
tising department played host to top of the building at the end
15 delegates attending the Third of the story, he is
constantly
Annual Bay Area Collegeb Adver- meeting new forms and faces.
tising Conference last Saturday,
One of these forms is the Stella
according to George Link, assist- Pinoris, the sultry masseur, who
ant business manager of the Spar- breaks the arms and led of her
tan Daily.
clients after fascinating them.
"The Wanhope Building" will
The delegates came from the
University of California, Univer- open in the Little Theater June
sity of San Francisco, Stanford 3, Thursday at 8:15 p.m. The diuniversity, and San Francisco rector is Dr. James Clancy.
Tickets are now on sale in the
State college. Delegates spent
Saturday morning touring the Speech and Drama department ofJournalism department, and con- fice.
fering on four aspects of advertising. Topics discussed were management, promotion, rates and
sales.

Alpha Phi Omega
Initiates At P. A.

Star Engaged

Mrs. Richard G. Tansy entertained Gamma Lambda chapter
members of Delta Zeta at a barbecue at her S. 15th street home
recently.
Guests were guided to the proper house by the Greek letters
and traditional colors of the sorority. In the backyard, they
were served hot dogs and other
"outdoor" foods. The feast was
topped off with toasted marshmallows.
The remainder of the evening
was spent in group singing and
chatting.
Mrs. Tansy is a member of the
San Jose Alumni group of Delta
Zeta, and a former member of
Mu chapter at University of California.

Scribes Sap Sun
At Sandy Seminar
By

LEONARD

KREIDT

The quarterly Seminar of the
Spartan Daily staff was held May
23 on the beach at Santa Cruz.
The beach locale for the seminar
was chosen as it was considered
that, the assembled scribes would
find minds cleared and bodies relaxed by the warming California
sun and the zephyrs from off the
blue Pacific.
"Rattan’ Barney" Barnett provided the staff members with an
exhibition of his superb wrestling
technique against the visiting
fighter placed in the ring by
"Sexy Rexey" Parrish. Barnett
won out against terrific odds and
received the acclaim of the multitude with becoming modesty.
Umpire
Lou
"Para"
Noia
awarded the decision in the Annual Horse and Rider competition
to Virgil "Low -man" Wilson and
his rider, Leonard "Fall-Guy"
Kreidt, but the decision was disputed by contestants Bob "Sparkplug" Heisey and his rider, Boyd
"Sidebar"
Schultz.
Run-off
matches were agreed upon and
after the Kreidt-Wilson team had
taken two successive dives the
Heisey-Schultz combination was
given the laurel wreath.
Editor Phil Robertson led an
anlinated discussion on the subject, "Increasing Spartan Daily
Circulation," In which many profitable ideas were brought to

Theta Mu Honors
Pledges At Dance

YMCA Leaders
Open Ticket Sale

Gloria’s . . .

SPRING FORMALS

Deadline Nears For
Photo Entries

Math Fraternity Names Shaw President
Gamma Pi Epsilon, mathematics society, elected officers for
the following year at a Meeting
Monday evening at the home of
Marylin Flemming.
Officers elected were:- Glenna
Shaw, president; Glen Fleming,
vice-president; Betty Roldln. secretary; Pete 11111pobici,, treasurer;

The names of Lois Anderline
and George Schwind were added
to the engagement roster this
week when their betrothal was
revealed Sunday evening.
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California
Zeta
chapter of
Alpha Phi Omega, national service fraternity, was formally initiated Sunday at Rickey’s Studio Club near Palo Alto by a group
from San Jose State college.
Adviser Rocci Pisan, Bill Walker, Harold Riddle, and Bill
Lundy made up the delegation
that conducted the ceremonies,
according to Bill Montague, secThe purpose of the conference, retary.
The Stanford chapter was insaid Link, is to exchange ideas
active
during the war years.
and policies between the Bay area
schools. When he was asked how
the advertising department of
San Jose State compared with
Staff members present included
the departments of other colleges,
BERKELEY, Calif., May 25. Phil Robertson, Marie Houle, Mr.
Link said that State’s depart- (UP)Ann Curtis, beautiful 21- and Mrs. Bob Blackmon, Jack
ment is second only to that of the. year-old
swimming
star,
an- Golden, Louis Noia, Walter LoeUniversity of California in regard nounced her engagement today to wen, Mr. and Mrs. Bill McCarthy,
to curricula and facilities.
Gordon Cuneo, 24, University of Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Wilson, John
California basketball player.
Del Secco, Jim Hof fe, Betty
Miss Curtis, who swims on the Whitaker, Mr. and Mrs. Dave
San Francisco Crystal Plunge Leonard, Paul Von Hafften, Bob
girls’ swimming team, said they Heisey, Rex Parrish, Leonard
expected to be married after the Kreidt, and Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Pledges to Theta Mu Sigma Olympic Games this summer. Boden.
social fraternity were honored last
Friday at an informal dinner
dance held at Adobe Creek Lodge,
Beginning Tuesday, June 1, announces Jim Greig, fraternity
reservations for State camp may reporter.
be made in the Librarg arch,
Actives and pledges with their
FIRST ANNIVERSARY SALE!
Esther Weakley and Bob Keller, dates spent the afternoon swimco-chairmen of the committee, an- ming and lying around while
nounced today.
waiting for the steak dinner which
This year’s camp will be at La was served at 7:30 in the open air
Honda
September 21-24. The dining room.
theme of this year’s camp will be
Pledges honored were Walt
"Better Spartans for a Better Loewan, Harvey Kramer, Ben
Prices ranging from
State."
Hitchcock, Bob Bragg, Chuck
The cost will be $12, $5 of which Berryessa, Bob Kline, Vince Cracwill be payable when the reserva- chiolo, John Pricolo, Dwight Tag$19:45up
tions are made, the co-chairmen gart, Bill Luther, Carl Ketchum,
revealed. Transportation and room and Darrell Shackly.
and board are included in the $12
Dr. Raymond Mosher and Dr.
cost.
Fred Tidwell. fraternity advisors,
cotton piques
The State, camp committee with their wives, were present.’
meets every Tuesday at 4:30 p.m.’
starched sheers
Members of the committee are
Phil Ward, Marty Roberts, Eleamarquisette
nore Johnson, Margaret Weaver,
and Jim Shouse.
and many others

DTO Fraternity
kolds Initiation

the

Lois Anderline
Reveals
Engagement

and Jack Barsoelons, publicity
chairman.
Dr. Dieckmann gave a talk on
Simple
Applications
"The
of
Mathematics to the Field of Astronomy."
Jack Barcelona showed some
8 mm. films taken at the society’s
annuarpicnic on May 15.

Downtown merchants will contribute "some mighty fine prizes"
to the second annual Spartan
Daily Photography contest, declares Sal Milian, the award
chairman. .
"The winners in this yearN contest should be well satisfied with
the prizes which local businessmen win donate," he said.
The deadline for contributions is
June 3.

Gloria’s

36 S. 2nd - Col. 8972-J
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’GET YOUR SPARDI GRAS
SOUVENIR PROGRAMS’
EARLY FRIDAY MORNING
"Spardi Gras souvenir programs will go on sale for twenty-five
cents the morning of SG Day, at the breakfast dance," announced
Miriam McClurg, business manager. She :fated programs may be
purchased later in the morning at a booth in the Library Arch. "They
%%Ili tato) be on sale in the Inner
Quad during the afternoon festivities," she added.
She stated the 1948 SG booklet will feature a gold metaloid
cover upon which a black design
has been worked. The cover was
designed by Bob Moon, junior
Commercial arts major. Working
with Moon was Jim Mapes, junior
Advertising major. Mapes assisted in making the layouts for the
program. Dean Spuler did the
photography work for the 24
pages of student pictures.
The booklet contains pictures
of the queen and king with the attendants, organization costumes,
a history of Spardi Gras as related by Dr. William G. Sweeney
and DeWitt Portal. It will also
include a complete program of
the day’s events.

Future Teachers
To Tour Schools
With Dr. -Sotzin
A group of 65 student teacher
training candidates will tour the
high schools and junior high
schools of Centerville, Hayward,
San Leandro and Oakland today
with Dr. Heber A. Sotzin, head
of the Industrial Arts department,
and James E. Stevenson. director
of student teacher training in Industrial Arts, as escorts.

Civil Service LUICK RELEASES PANEL
MEMBERS FOR RADIO
Commission
Offers Exams DISCUSSION TOMORROW
The San Jose Civil Service
commission has announced that
examinations will be given for
the positions of recreation supervisor, center supervisor, and recreation leader.

Names of student speakirs who will take part in panel discussions this week have been released by Wilbur Luick, debate coach.
Tomorrow night on Radio KEEN at 8:15 a group of five students
will discuss The United Nations versus World Federation." The Junior

Applicants for the recreation
supervisor position, widch will pay
a salary of $273 to $341, must
have a college degree and some
responsible experience in tfie field.

WAA Will Hold
Awards Dinner
At Lou’s Village

COLLEGE DEGREE
Applicants for the center supervisor position must have a
colleges degree, a Red Cross first
aid certificate, and some experience in the recreation field. Salary will be from $1.26 to $1.58 per
hour.

High
school
graduates
are
eligible to take the examination
for recreation leader. They also
must have a Red Cross first aid
certificate. Salaries range from
The teacher training candidates 95 cents to $1.16 per hour.
will observe the industrial arts
CIVIL SERVICE
facilities of the schools included
Applications may be obtained
in the itinerary.
from and must be filed with the
Under ’the teacher training pro- Civil Service commission in the
gram graduates from San Jose’s City Hall Annex on or before
Industrial Arts department teach June 2.
for one full quarter in a neighborExaminations will be given at 6
ing secondary school under the p.m., June 11 in the Health Dedirection and supervision of the partment Conference Room, 285
regular teacher.
S. Market street.
=nquiries should be made to R.
Anyone passing by the Library
N. Klein, secretary of the Civil
hall showcase this week can see
Service commission.
an interesting Collection of postmarks.
Stamp collecting is the usual.
Dr. P. Victor Peterson, presiBut Miss Ruth Baldwin, assistant reference librarian, enjoys her dent of Los Angeles State colhobby of postmark collecting. She lege, was on campus Monday to
has been collecting postmarks for attend a dean’s meeting.
The display in the Home EcoBefore returning to Los An- nomics building this week shows
four years and has a selection of
over 7000 different postmarks. geles, Dr. Peterson attended the how to make entertaining more
Most of them are of the United initiation of his son, P. Victor Jr., attractive. This display is apStates, mainly from Ohio, Illinois, into Sigma Xi, national honorary propriately titled "The Art of
South Carolina and California. scientific society, at Stanford Homemaking." It gives- detailed
She has a mixed collection from University Monday evening. The steps for making your own deco..
younger Peterson was graduated rations at a very low cost.
the rest of the world.
Among the interesting envelopes here last June. He is doing gradThe display is concerned with
is a postmark used for only one uate work at Stanford.
table covering, serving dishes,
week at the time of Princess
"Students are not frequently candies and candle holders, cenElizabeth’s marriage in 1947. An- elected to membership in Sigma terpieces, place cards and favors,
other one was sent from a prison Xi during their first year of grad- and dolls and figurines.
camp during the Civil War.
uate work," Dr. Peterson explainGloria Lambert, a junior Home
Miss Baldwin expresses a code ed proudly.
Economics major, has also preof ethics abided by in postmark
pared a section titled "Party
collecting: "One cannot send or
Lore" which gives good suggesrequest for a particular posttions to keep in mind for particumark. They must be obtained
lar themes, such as birthdays and
through legitimate channels, and
anniversaries.
they really must be used."
The
following
people
are
reShe likes collecting and reveals
a desire for travel obtained by quested to pick up their reserved
reading and reminiscing over the copies of "The Reed," student
writing magazine, no later than
Dr. H. J. Jensen of the SJS
dates and places postmarked.
noon Friday. Bruce Brotzman, Education department has been
Donna Dever, David Gibson, Ruth appointed to a Public Relations
Gardner, Shirley Kirkish, Wil- speakers bureau of the California
liam McEnroe, Ruth McCarthy, Teachers Association, Bay Area
Michael
McMurray,
and
Rae section.
Phillips.
Dr. Marquis F.. Reitzel, head
Those copies not called for by
of the Art department, spoke Friday will be sold. The reserved
The mirror reflects all objects
Saturday before alumni of Rock- copies are in room H28.
without being sullied.Confucius.
ford College, Rockford, Ill. Dr.
Reitzel lectured on Modern art
in the home of Arthur Pool, vicepresident of the Dollar steamship
lines, in Palo Alto.
Dr. Reitzel was asked to speak
because he was head of the Art
department at Rockford College
for a number of years.

Library Shows
Postmarks

PR. PETERSON
VISITS CAMPUS

Chamber of Commerce Is sponsoring the broadcast.

The Women’s Athletic Association will hold its first annual
awards dinner at Lou’s Village
June 3 at 7:30 p.m. announces
Mona Morris, president of the organization.
The dinner will be the first
since the reorganization of the
WAA last year. Yolanda Vitale is
chairman of the event. The purpose is to present WAA emblems
to girls who have earned them
through participation in WAA
activities.
All girls who have earned 500
points will receive an emblem. A
total of 100 points is awarded for
each activity per quarter. In addition to the presentation of awards,
entertainment is scheduled.
All girls who have participated
in any WAA activity are members. Any member may receive
her ticket to the dinner from
11:30 to 1:30 this week in the
women’s gym, the cost being
$1.60.

The students are John Caezza,
Ernest Esch, Paul Von Hafften,
Gateener,
Laverne
and
Paul
Gormiy. Miss Galeener and Gormly took part in a previous debate
on this subject.
Tomorrow morning a group of
SIX students will travel to San
Francisco to record’a panel discussion on "Discrimination in
Education, Especially in State
Schools" for ,broadcast over Radio Station KQW.
This will be a one/half hour
program. It will be presented by
the station some Saturday in June
on the "Youth Looks Toward the
Future" show.
Leverne Galeener will serve as
moderator. The other students
are Paul Gormly, Orden Ichinaga, Robert Lawrence, Bill Pentony, and Robert McCormack.
A third group is taking its panel
discussion ’on "The Problem of
the Displaced Person" to an audience at the Palo Alto First
Methodist Church in the near
future.

Teen-agers Saved

MINISTER HERE
HOMEMAKING
MEMORIAL DAY
ART DISPLAYED Ronald Bridges, president of

Magazine Reserved
Until Noon Friday

Jensen Appointed

Reitzel Speaks
To Alumni Group

Eighteen-year-old college students were saved from compulsory
service in the pending draft yesterday when the Senate Armed
Services Committee gave up its
the Pacific School of Religion at fight to include them in the draft
Berkeley, will deliver the annual legislation.
Memorial Day address Friday
morning in the Morris Dailey
In love, a woman is like a lyre
auditorium.
The program will be held at 10 that surrenders its secrets only
o’clock and classes will be dis- to the hand that knows how to
missed to permit students to at- touch its strings.Balzac.

tend, according to a release from
the Public Relations office.
Dr. Bridges is a brother of
Senator H. Styles Bridges of New
Hampshire.
Friday morning’s program will
include selections by the Symphonic Band and the Men’s Chorus. The college service flags will
be hung in the auditorium for the
occasion.
Representatives of San Jose
patriotic organizations and civic
leaders have been invited to attend the exercises as have the
parents of the 200 San Jose State
students who gave their lives in
World War II.
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Knowledge is like capital: the
more there is in a country, the
greater the disparities in wealth
between one man and another.
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"If I don’t bring home Dentyne Chewing Gum,
they attack!"
"Bey! Do these kids make my life miserable if I
forget the Dentyne Chewing Gum! I can’t
blame the little shavers, though. I’m as keen as
they are on that refreshing, long-lasting flavor.
And Dentynt helps keep their teeth white, too."
Dentyne GumMade Only by Adams

Morris Dailey Aud

Thursday Eve
8:00 P.M.

25c

e***********************************************It

THE SECOND GUESS
By CARL UNDERWOOD

Walt Williams, San Jose State
baseball coach, will be looking at
.11.4u1444 4144 this year’s North-South Prep AllThe United States version of the gazell boy, U.S.C. ’s Mel Patton,
doubleheader baseball athas been the subject of no little controversy of late. Two of the most traction at the Municipal Stadium
persmtant and widespread arguments concerning Pet -Mel are: Did I Suriday night in a different light
he lenity run a 9.3 100-yard dash at the Fresno Relays, and is he the ’ this Year.
n 1946 Williams, who was then
’ fastest human" of all-time?
coach .of San Jose High school,
directed the South team, and last
DINK TEMPLETON OBJECTS
year he had several outstanding
Stanford’s ex-coach and nationally known track authority, Dink boys in the game.
Temp’eton, was the first to voice a note of skepticism about the TroWILLIAMS TO BE JUDGE
jan. flash’s record shattering effort. Since then, track fans, sports
This year, however, Williams
writers and untold others have taken various stands on the matter.
.
One of Templeton’s arguments concerning Patton’s 9.3 race is: will act as one of the official
most of the coaches who saw the performance agreed that Patton and judges Who will pick the outstandLloyd LaBeach, who finished some six inches behind Mel, never relaxed
And therefore didn’t run their best race.’ We agree that a 9.3 tinder
these circumstances is out of the ordinary, but from here on we Irate
Templeton’s train of arguMents.
VI.*

44- 41414 Alt**

*******414. 4444* *4444 .1**414.4

SNAP HAPPY TIMERS?
Dink timed the flying Patton in 9.5, and somehow comes to the
conclusion that all five of the timers w/Pelv "snap happy" and stopped
their watches too soon. Several local sports writers immediately joined
i he Templeton bandwagon, even though they were miles from Fresno
when the race was run off.
The set-up was perfect for a record that night. There was practically no wind, and more important, the track was in excellent condition and lightning fast. Therefore, why was a 9,3 so astounding?
Back in 1935, California’s George Anderson was clocked in 9.2 on the
same track, but officials decided their watches lied and gave Anderson a9.5’
PATTON RUNS 9.4 AT COLISEUM
As further evidence, Patton clicked off a 9.4 in the 99 -yard fiasco
the Coliseum Relays Friday, which is admittedly a much slower
track than Fresno’s Ratcliffe Stadium oval.
the conservative Amateur Athletic Union sees fit to install
an electric timing system in sprinting events, so there will BE no
such controversies, we’ll stick by the Fresno timers and Patton’s
time of 9.3.

PEPPERDINE
TO JOIN CCAA

Two of the top eight seedings
in San Jose State’s first Annual
All -College Singles tennis tournament went to former varsity
champions Gene Franco and Dave
Parnay, but it is generally conceded that surprise entry Woody
Linn will be the heavy favorite.

George Peppertline college will
make formal application for entry into the California Collegiate
Athletic Association during the
conference’s annual spring meeting at the Old Hearst Ranch near
Pleasanton, Friday and Saturday,
May 28-29.
Athletic directors and coaches
from San Jose State, College of
Pacific, Fresno State, San Diego
State, Santa Barbara State, and
California Poly will attend the
two-day meeting.

FRANCO FAVORED
Franco was seeded first and
Parnay second. Third spot went
to the varsity’s top player, Chet
Bulwa. Ed Terry was seeded
fourth and Jim Waterman, Don
McKenzie, Ev Sawyer, and Jim
Cruze followed in that order.
Play will start on the Spartan
field court* at 2:30 tomorrow. All
seeded players will draw first
round byes. Players can cheek
with Tournament Chairman Ted
Mtunby in the Men’s gym tomorrow about playing times.
A total of eight trophies will be
awarded for the championships.
Four of these will go to the finalists in two consolation brackets.
The consolation brackets were established to give entries other
than members of the varsity and
freshman teams a chance.
Read The Daily Classified

STAMPS! STAMPS!

/
/

died Spartan reins in his first
CCAA race this yearwith dull
, results. Victors in but 5 of their 15
league contests the provincials
finished in the cellar of their sixteam loop.

New Stamps in Almost Daily.
Fin* Stock of Coins, too.
GEORGE F. KOHL
246 S. lit St., Room 407 Col, 9742-W
9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

LOSE EASY ONES
Such is the way it seemed
thoughout the long baseball grind
the Spartans looked good when
they were pitted against supposedly superior opposition.
Williams must have been perplexed to see his club drop the
three games of the Cal Poly series,
after his charges had shown the
prowess necessary to beat such
competition as Cal, Stanford and
USF. He must have lost a few
nights sleep after San Francisco
MO* beat his boys 16-12. He must
hive felt badly about all of that
he doesn’t show it now
but

A PENNY EARNED

Buttons sewed onRips and tears repaired
town
Close to College Close to
SIX CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

24th and Santa Clara Sf.

The San Jose State college varsity rifle team is now in second
place in the league. One match,
however, remains to be fired
against Cal Aggies.
The team average at the present time is 1348.88. Team members include Arthur Bayley, Harvey Felt, Carroll Collier, Kenneth Calhoun, Warren Winovich,
and George Steele. Alternates are
Ray Phariss, Dud Blabon, James
Riley, Robert McCartey and Daniel Hernandez.

Szartan Slugger

1199 Franklin - Santa Clara
Main Plant
Ballard 60
231 Willow
1335 Uncoln

At the home of

Spartan Bowlers
Fred ".Dirfly" hive. M.

Women’s P.E.
Classes held here.

Men &

WE FEATURE A FULL LINE OF
DOWLING BALL BAGS AND SHOES
Dennis Dunlop isi

12 Lanes
FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
Open from 10 A.M.

JOSE BOWL
172 W. Sante Clara

Bal. 8423

Denny-Watrous Attractions
CIVIC AUDITORIUM

THURS., JUNE 3 AT 8:30
CORNELIA OTIS SKINNER
RALPH KLING
Outfielder on the San Jose State
baseball team
This is the final test of a gentleman: his respect for those who can
be of no pOssible service to him.
William Lyon Phelps.

by OIKAII
WM,

DAM OMENS IIIINIVELL FLITC110
MIDI MIMS IQ rues
... MILLI VIINW000
sow. v, CIO I. INAISIIbloyarl by MO 111111111111
3.60, 3.00, 2.40, 1.80 inc. tax
San Jose Auditorium, Columbia 7087

TAKE TIME OUT!
To bring in your dirty duds
today. You’ll be amazed
by the results.

Last year’s CCAA champions,
the San Diego Aztecs, came into
town earlier in the month, only to
have their 1948 title asgirations
squelched when the local squad.
copped two contests in the threegame series.

Golden West Dry Cleaners

275 E. William
26-29 S. Third Street
332 E. Santa Clara St.

STARTING TIMES
Sunday’s first game will start
at 6:30 o’clock ana the winner
boy will be announced itninediately after the second game. The
doubleheader will be broadcast
over Station KEEN.

RIFLE TEAM IN
SECOND PLACE

By PAUL CANE
Coming to San Jose State college with more than 20 years of
successful high school coaching behind him, Walt Williams found the
change rather fruitless.
The amiable ex-San Jose High school baseball mentor, fresh from
winning ten championships in his 21 years of diamond tutorage, hen-

DISCUSSIONS ON TAP
Discussions of future athletic
policies, drawing up a football
schedule, and consideration of applications from other schools who
wish to enter the conference will
probably be included among major business
Pepperdine will oppose the
Spartan football team for the first
Genial Walt, well liked by his
time this fall in Los Angeles Oc- players, is looking for things to be
tober 9.
different in 1949.
A PENNY SAVED

ing player from the twin bill who
will win a free trip to Chicago.
The twin bill brings together
the 40 top players on the Peninsula. William* has gone on record
as strongly favoring the game for
Its promotional value in developing interest among the prep baseball players.
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DIAMOND LOSSES MEAN
CELLAR FOR WILLIAMS

LACKS LI’STER
,
Williams, in a display of genuine sincerity, refused to permit
his baseball playing stalwnrts to
accept the blame for an almost
lusterless season. "We’ll
do all
right next year," he said with a
surprising smile. "Don’t forget we
WORLD’S FASTEST HUMAN
had a few bright spots during this
Templeton and many others have also voiced disbelief that Patton campaign." .
is the "world’s fastest human." This is one of those unanswerable
That such is definitely true is
questions, and we’ll reserve even a definite opinion until the 1948 evidenced by the "knock over the
Olympic Games are history.
big ones" attitude the Williams
Looking at the record of such ace sprinters as Frank Wycoff, nine espoused. Led by Rapid RobJessie Owens, Clyde Jeffrey and Hal Davis, however, how many of ert Pifferini, the giant -killer, and
them ran 9.5 or better practically,every time they put on their spikes? Ralph Romero, the win-hungry
Spartans took chunks out of -CaliTo date, Patton tops them all in this respect, we think.
fornia, Stanford and USF.
MORE CRITICISM HEAPED ON PATTON
FIRST COLLEGE LOSS
Several sports writers have also been jumping Patton and his
Piff dumped the Golden Bears,
coach, Dean Cromwell, -for refusing to run trial heats, and not compet- 4-3, in what amounted to the first
ing at all in the California Relays Saturday. He was tired and didn’t collegiate setback suffered by the
Nibs Price crew in more than a
feel like running, they have sarcastically remarked.
Patton, however, bee been bothered by leg cramps a good part of year. Later in the season the same
sturdy right arm, though slightly
the season; therefore, why should he take the chance of having his
less effective this time, scalped the
Olympic hopes go up in smoke just to oaths!), a few sports writers and Stanford Indians, 6-4.
bellgerent fans?
Pifferini, and Romero, the erstTrue, the paying public has some legitimate complaints when
while basketballer, combined talPatton is scheduled to run and doesn’t, but in our opinion, the possibilents on two occasions to give San
ity of an injury that would keep him out of the Games comes first. Jose a double victory over the
With that, we’ll let future meets, especially the Olympic Games, USF hilltoppers. Another highhelp tell the rest of the story about the flying Patton.
light occurred when Bobby Santos,
the gum-chewing benedict, turned
In one of his better efforts, twirling an 8-8 tie against the St.
Mary’s Galloping Gaels.

WOODY LINN
NET -FAVORITE

SPARTAN DAILY

North-South Game Sunday
In The Municipal Stadium

LAUNDERETTE
FREE PARKING
463 S. 2nd St.

Col. 9746-J

LET’S GET IN SHAPE
JOIN NOW!

Ill

AT REDUCED RATES

130 POST STREET
(Corner Post and So. Market
Columbia 9833-J

Sts.)

MASSAGE
REDUCING
HEAT ROOM
BODY-BUILDING
FIGURE CONTROL
WEIGHT -GAINING
PHYSICAL THERAPY
CABINET STEAM BATHS
ULTRA-VIOLET SOLARIUM
PHYSICAL CONDITIONING
ALL-PURPOSE GYMNASIUM

Individual Instruction
for

MEN and WOMEN

I

HEALTH is WEALTH
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Air Force Cadet Training
Needs 400 Candidates By
July; Many Opportunities
"Career opportunities in the fields of aeronautics are open to
June graduates under the United States Air Force’s program of
Aviation Cadet Pilot training," said Major Howard Brown, assistant
professor of military science and tactics, today. "College men have
an opportunity to obtain free training in a field that will become increasingly significant as the world
dIF

progresses in the air age," Brown
said. "Pilot training leads to a
commission, active flying duty,
and presents an opportunity for
a regular Air Force career."
TRAINING BEGINS
Men who want to fly may quality for the class which begins
training on July 1, if their applications are put in immediately.
The Air Force has room for approximately 400 more aviation
cadet candidates in the July class.
An additional 1300 will start their
instruction in October.
Flying training with the USAF
is open to all unmarried male
citizens between 20 and 261/i
years old. Applicants must have
had a minimum of two years of
college or be able to pass an equivexamination,
educational
alent
and must be in excellent physical

condition.
TRANSCRIPTS NEEDED
Those who apply will be required to furnish transcripts of
their college credits, pass a physical examination and complete the
Air Force qualifying test designed
to measure their aptitude for flying.
Successful graduates of the 12month pilot training program will
receive ’their pilot’s wings and
commissions as second lieutenants and will earn up to $336 a
month to start. If they marry folthe
from
lowing
graduation
USAF program, they will receive
$372 a month.

SCHOOLS TEACH
MORE COURSES
ON RADIO USES
A marked increase in the number of schools teaching courses in
the use of radio in conjunction
with classroom lectures and work
is reflected in a poll just completed by Dr. Roy DeVerl Willey
of the San Jose State Education
department.
Dr. Willey is chairman of the
Committee on Radio Utilization
in the classroom, California Supervisors Association.
QUESTIONNAIRES SENT
Questionnaires were sent to 11
colleges and universities asking
them if they offered courses on
the utilization of audio-visual and
radio aids in the classroom and
if they taught courses on radio
aids alone. It might be pointed
out that this is a relatively new
field and Is gaining popularity
very rapidly. Radio in the classroom enriches the lectures and
provides a desireable relief from
classroom routine.
All 17 institutions polled have
courses in audio-visual aids in
the classroom and all integrated
radio work in the course. The
percentage of radio use emphasis
varied from 25 per cent to around
5 per cent A median of 10 per
cent was reported by nine schools.

COURSES OFFERED
In addition, ten of the schools
offered courses in radio education In the classroom with all emphasis on radio. Among the institutions having such courses in
their curriculums are San Jose
State, Stanford, USC, and the
University of California at Los
Angeles.
Several other colleges
such as College of Pacific also
Information about the program have similar courses.
is available at any U. S. Air Force
Also compiled, in conjunction
base, or at the nearest recruiting
a list of 21 qualioffice. Information may also be with the poll,
had by writing directly to the fied speakers who can make conChief of Staff, United States Air tributions to an increased utilizaThese
Force, Washington 25, D.C., at- tion of radio education.
educators are located in all parts
tention Aviation Cadet Section.
of the state.

JET TRAINING
Basic flight training is given in
single-englne AT-8s. Graduates
receive either advanced singleengine instruction in P-516 or
P478, or advanced multi-engine
Top singletraining in B-25s.
engine students receive jet training in two-place training P-80s as
part of the year’s instruction.
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’AIR MEET SET FOR JUNE 2 Military Ball
June 4 May Be
has
college at
Inter. ’Event Of Year’
Deadline for entries in the San
Jose State college air meet
been set for June 2, Mel Stickney,
air met manager, announced today.
To date, 27 entries have been
received, Stickney stated. Entrants include student pilots, private pilots, and holders of commercial tickets.
"No prizes are being awarded
due to lack of funds and an attempt to keep the entrance fee
at two dollars per pilot, which
will cover the operation cost of
the airplanes," explained Stickney.
One of the purposes of the meet I
is to acquaint SJS pilots with this ,

added.
Alpha Eta Rho pilots represented Sparta this year st Livermore. They came in third, behind
the University of California at
Berkeley and Los Angeles.
The meet will be open to the
public. No admission will be
charged.
Those interested in entering
this meet are asked to sign up
in the aero lab or contact Tom
Tanna, Mario Bonicelli, Harry
Holman or Mel Stickney.

Announcements
DIME-A-M1TE: Meeting today
at 12 at Student Y.
EDUCATION STUDENTS planning to take Education 104A, elementary School Curriculum and
Observation next fall must preregister immediately with Miss
Walker in the Ed office, room 161.
FRESHMAN CLASS: Bob Madsen, Deane Jones, Roy DeSoto, and
all those working on booth be at
Varsity Hall at 2:30 today.
SIGMA GAMMA OMEGA: Meet
tonight at 7:30 (members), pledges
at 8:30 in room 24.
SIGMA KAPPA: Senior council
meet at 6:45, regular meeting 8:30;
8 pledges at Ste. Claire Hotel tonight. Installation of officers.
YOUNG MEN’S SOUTHWEST
ALMADEN CHOWDER AND
MARCHING SOCIETY: Meeting
at 6:30 at 801 Almaden Ave. Dinner at 6:45. Application blanks
A section of the
have arrived.
campus will be alloted to each
member to canvas for pledges to
Ladies’ Auxiliary. This week is the
big drive! E. Lewis Halsey, Highly Exalted Chowdermaster.
SHORT CIRCUITS: Breakfast
tomorrow morning at 7 at YMCA.

Classified Ads

I

FOR SALE: Swift 85 airplane.
Almost new, low-wing, all metal,
retractable gear, 30 degree flaps,
two-way GE radio, controllable
Beech prop. Cruises 130. Never
damaged, always hangared. Extra
instruments; $2000 including 1948
insurance. Phone Bal. 248 mornings or 4510 evenings.
FOR SALE: Dodge convertible,
$525. Clean, radio, sealed beams,
good tires. Call BaL 2697-M; 257
So. 3rd St.

IS $625 ASKING TOO MUCH
for a 1937 4-door DeSoto sedan
with radio, heater, in good condiDr. Wiley is the author of a tion? What would you pay? Coop
book on radio aids in the class- box "M" or Col. 4067. See in front
room which was recently pub- of 178 So. 8th St.
lished. He is considered one of
FOR SALE: ’36 Convertible Vthe leading authorities on the sub8 coupe. Molded, DeSoto bumpers;
ject in the state.
new top, rear end and transmisMore than 800 seniors from ten
sion. Best offer; 926 Madison, SanSanta Clara county high schools
ta Clara; S.C. 1537.
visited the San Jose State college
WANTED: Young couple want
campus yesterday.
Designed to be "entertaining
to rent apartment or house during
and informative," Visiting Day
Alpha Pi Omega, currently tied summer months. No children or
was just that.
for second place in the Inter- pets. Please contact Mrs. Thoman,
Science dept. Telephone Bal.
On the informative side, tours fraternity league, won a wild Social
259.
extension
7800,
of their prospective major and game from Tr -Gamma Monday,
minor departments were made by 18 to 15. The APO nine took over
FOR SALE: 3 sports coats, exthe visitors and conferences with the lead In the second inning, and cellent condition. Very reasonable.
departmental advisors were held. were never seriously threatened Size 36. Call Col. 2457-R after 7
An entertaining lecture show- from then on.
p.m.
ing slides depicting the history of
The first half of the fifth was
FOR SALE: ’36 Ford cony. cpe.
San Jose State was given by highlighted by five APO home
foglights, beautiful upholDwight Bentel, head of the Jour- runs. Tr -Gamma retaliated with Radio,
top, motor in good congood
stery,
nalism department.
a home run, a double, and two dition. $475. -655 So. 6th St. Bal.
Music by the college Symphonic singles. Murry Dill was the win- 4956-W.
Band, a community sing led by ning pitcher.
FOR SALE: New Norge dlx.
Bruce "Dix" McNeil, an exhibiTri-Gamma played the last four
washing machine. Must sell immetion by the college Gymnastic innings under protest.
diately, cheap. Call 122 E. Sparteam, and Dee Portal’s rendition
tan City after 4 p.m.
of "Casey at the Bat," were on
the program of entertainment for
FOR SALE: Gas stove with
the visiting seniors.
trash burner, in good condition.
During the lunch hour, cokes,
Also rocking chair and mattress.
provided by the student body,
Phone Col. 586-W.
were served by the Spartan
To honor freshman students
Knights and the Student Council who have high scholastic standLOST: Pocket watch in room
to the visitors.
ings, the Society of Academic 131. Finder contact D. R. McFeetScholars will convene Tuesday, 4rs through "M" box in Coop. ReJune 1, at 7:45 p.m. in room A-1 ward.
of the Art building.
WHOEVER PICKED UP a note
or you may seloct
A discussion of California cul- book of Child Growth and DevelSANDWICHES - PIE - MILK - ETC.
ture will be given by a group of opment in the book rack of the
For BAG LUNCHES
the members under the direction ladies’ rest room in the Library,
of Mary Nakagawa. The faculty please place it in the Information
135 E. San Antonio
Self Service
advisor is Dr. Brant Clark.
office.

HIGH SCHOOL
SENIORS VISIT
SJS CAMPUS

type of meet and also to find the
best pilots for a team to represent San Jose State
next year’s Pacific Coast
Collegiate air meet, Stickney

TRICKS OF THE TRADE:
Meeting tonight at 7:30, Student Y
SYN STAFF: Meeting today at
4:30 at Student Y.
NEWMAN CLUB: Meeting tomorrow night at Newman Hall.
Executive meeting, 7; regular, 8.
PHI MU ALPHA: Meeting tonight at 7 in Music building. We
will go to Mr. Dexter’s home, 1937
Lincoln, where Dr. Downey will
be guest speaker.
MU DELTA PI: Meeting tonight
at 7 in room 119.
FRESHMAN COUNCIL: Tickets for dinner on sale at tomorrow’s meeting, $.50 per person;
bring money.
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB: Meeting
tomorrow at 12:30 in room 120.
PHI SIGMA KAPPA: Meeting
tonight at 8 at 162 S. 7th St.
SOCIAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: Meeting tomorrow at 12:30
in Civic Aud. Work session from
12:30 to 6:30.
DELTA ZETA: Meeting for
members at 5; pledges and members at 8.
CHI DELTA PHI: Meeting tonight at 7 in room 107.
TAU DELTA PHI: Meeting today at 12:30. Members and pledges
sign for June 6th picnic on list
outside Tower door.
ENTOMOLOGY CLUB: Meeting
today at 12:30 in S213.
ALL GIRLS PARTICIPATING
in WAA fencing winter or spring
quarter meet in Women’s gym today at 4:30.
WOMEN’S P.E. RECREATION
MAJORS CLUB: Barbecue this afternoon at 5:30, steaks, 75 cents.
ORCHESIS: Meeting this afternoon at 4:30 in dance studio.
WAA: Meeting today at 4:20 in
Women’s gym classroom.
AWS: Meeting today at 4:30 in
room 24. All those working on activity dinner must attend.
RADIO CLUB: Steak barbecue
will be held at Alum Rock Friday,
June 4. See details and sign up
on radio lab, bulletin board, room
S2 before Friday.
ALPHA CHI EPSILON: Meeting tomorrow at 3:30 in room 155.
THERAPY
OCCUPATIONAL
Club meeting tonight at 7 in B 72.

35c - Box Lunch - 35c
San Jose Box Lunch

The ball is sponsored jointly by
the Torch and Sword and Silver
Saber societies and will be restricted to members of the ROTC
and honor guests. Bids are now
available and the cadets are reminded to pick up their bids early
at the booth in front of the Military Science department.
On the invitation list are: Governor Earl Warren, State Adjutant -General Major General C. D.
O’Sullivan, President T. W. MacQuarrie, Dean Paul M. Pitman,
Military Science department heads
at
neighboring colleges,
commanders of near-by military installations, and ranking officers
on the reserve or retired list who
are residing in the Bay area

Police Students
Four police students were on
hand Saturday at the Spartan
stadium to keep order when 15 to
20 high schools competed in the
20-30 Invitational Relays.
Read The Daily Classified

PHOTO
[PAR
SERVICE
Photo Supplies . Finishing
61 E. Santa Clara Street

SORORMES
end

FRATERNITIES
LOOKING FOR A HOUSE?
For large Naglee homes suitable
for sorority and fraternity houses,
see us. Lange of prices.

ROBERT E. RUF
Gladys H. Ruf ’33
79 E. San Antonio
Col. 4201

SAVE IN CASH!
3c A GAL. ON REGULAR
31/2c A GAL. ON ETHYL
It’s true, Guys and Gals. Ivy
your gasoline at As 3AAVON
STATION. 414 and William.
MONEY SACK GUARANTEE.

SAAVON.
Service Station
N.E. Cor. 4th 1 William

Roma 7ound for
Students

APO Nine Ties
For Second Place

San Jose Scholars
Will Honor Frosh

Paul Putman’s orchestra will
furnish the music for San Jose
State’s first annual Military Ball
to be held June 4 in ,the Empire
Room at the Hotel Sainte Claire,
according to Jack Fowler, Silver
Saber society president.

Dining the present housing shortage we
plve prospective students our cooperation
In !lading comfortable sad conveniendy
located living accomsnodadoes in Beverly Hills.
Dadng the Isit few yaws we have been very successful in finding
essisiscsory booms foc nude= wishing ao attend our schooL
’555 neighs= Way * DIMLY HILLS * Cassevisir 54175

Vit IN OLD MEXICO
LAND OF ROMANCE AND ENCHANTMENT

TAXCO
"a Shangri-La"

XOCHIMILCO
"floating gardens"

ORIZABA
"the gardenia pool"

PUEBLA
"city of Tiles"

78 West San Carlos

Special all inclusive Student Tour,
personally conducted, departing
via American Airline June 25.
You will have 2 glorious weeks in
Mexico. All hotel accommodations, sightseeing etc. included.
Special 5 day tour via the By
Ways and Little Villages.
Contact graduate manager’s office for full perticuleme or call
Col. 9440.

Jerry Davis
San Jose

